
2019-2020 Footpath Wardens Report

A version of this report was included in the minutes of the 07 July 2020 meeting of the Parish 
Council.

Council adopted Mr. J. McDermott’s annual report, as follows, and thanked him for his attention to 
the Parish Rights-of-Way network [public footpaths and bridleways]:

FN2 – The metal gate just north of the footpath’s intersection with FN3 was chained up when I 
walked the path in early March. I returned a week later, and it had been removed, but this will need 
to be watched my me in the coming months. 

FN4 – I continue, to my amazement, to receive complaints that the part of the footpath that is now 
being built on (‘Hinton Gardens’) is blocked by fences, houses, a road and JCBs, and that a very 
short detour is necessitated. This falls under ‘no further action’, I think, other than to refer the 
complainants to the Right of Way Dept’s website, where the Temporary Suspension of Regulation 
Order for that short section of footpath is posted prominently. 

FN5 – The footbridge at the boundary with EK7 (behind football fields) remains in a bad state, 
though still usable. I have mentioned this further to Nick Wedgbrow [County Council], but no 
action had been taken as of the end of March.

FN33 – Root Spinney path is extremely churned and difficult to walk in all but very dry weather. 
This is obviously caused by horses; at several very bad stretches walkers have established short, 
parallel routes which wanders 2 – 3 yards into the Spinney. To date, the owner has done nothing 
about this, and may not object.

FN35 – Some improvements have been made to the worst stretches of the path above the railway 
cutting, but the quantity of dried mud indicates that the return of wet weather may well render much  
of the rest quite impassable once more.

FN24 Both ends of this footpath were closed off by the landowner ‘due to Covid-19’ as signs on the 
gates explained. It was also claimed that verbal agreement to this had been given to him/her by a 
Council Dept I’ve never heard of, and, allegedly, on 1 April, by which time I’m fairly sure all 
Council offices were closed. I contacted Nick Wedgbrow, who, needless to say, hadn’t heard from 
the landowner at any point. He issued a cease and desist order. When I checked on 22 May, the 
gates had been re-opened, and were still open on 4 June when I walked the path once more. 
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